
Avan Sharma 
Frontend Developer 

PROFILE 
Currently a Frontend Developer with an overall experience of 2 years . Have been 
developing application extensively in ReactJs, NextJs, Typescript, Redux .  

EXPERIENCE 
Frontend Developer — 2018 August - current (Zopsmart Private Limited) 
Have been part of Zopsmart’s  front end team for the past two years where my 
responsibility involves from working on creating new features, interfaces to 
discussing and recommending logical solutions within the team.  

Have also been mentoring new joiners & performing peer’s code reviews . 

WORK /PROJECTS 

Kroger Technology - Currently providing service as a remote developer to Kroger 
Technologies(www.kroger.com). Working primarily in typescript, react & redux here. 
My work involves integrating with the latest services , implementing new design 
features, refactoring code, working on story defects/bug fixes. 
 
Pagenics - (www.pagenics.com) 2019 Aug - 2020 February  -  Was part of the Zopsmart’s 
pagenics development team & also a  repository maintainer for this project. Pagenics 
allows user to create websites quickly using generic web components and deploy it & 
get it live with ease . It’s developed in React. From setting up project’s initial 
repository to integrating with the bugsnag client & finally deploying, a lot of 
responsibilities were taken care by me. 

Tamimi Markets - (www.shop.tamimimarkets.com)  2019 Jan - 2019 July  - Was part 
Zopsmart’s front end team for this saudi arabian client.  Here, worked mainly on 
NextJs, ReactJs. Responsibilities include implemented  features such as 
AutoImageSlider, integrating with googleMaps API, implementing checkout, payment 
front end design & workflow, implementing product Details page UI . 

Zopsmart Admin - 2018 - Was initially put in a platform admin team. Platform admin is 
a react e-commerce web app that allows user to maintain track of e-commerce 
business application data such as inventory stock, order history, employee data. 
Wrote code in ReactJs . Work use cases included integrating with backend services, 
libraries to bug fixes.  

http://www.kroger.com
http://www.pagenics.com
http://www.shop.tamimimarkets.com


EDUCATION 
Gitam University, Bangalore — B.Tech, 2013 - 2017   (7.9 CGPA) 

SKILLS 
Problem solving, ReactJS, NextJs, Typescript, Redux, C#, C++, Java. 
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